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Preparatory meeting with Mr Choedak, Secretary to the Department of Religion & Culture and Fr Samuel, Secretary, ICP
The beautiful Norbulingka Institute was chosen for stay of the Women’s Journey participants

The Interfaith Women’s Group leaves for Dharamshala by train
Meeting with Mr Choedak & the local participants at Lhakpa Tsering Hall, Department of Information and International Relations, Central Tibetan Administration

ICP Women Greeting the Tibetan Women’s Group
Interaction with the Tibetan Women’s Group: Sharing personal experiences and challenges as Refugees in Exile from Tibet

Visiting the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives
Visiting the local Mosque in Dharamshala: From the feedback of the Buddhist Nuns, it came to light that they were not aware of the Islamic faith. They were visiting Jama-Masjid at Dharamshala for the first time in 20 Years.

The Tibetan nuns visit the local Gurudwara for the first time
Learning about Tibetan Buddhism & Buddhist philosophy
Visiting the ‘Church of St John in the Wilderness’, Dharamshala

Visiting the Bhagsu Nag Temple & the Bhagsu Waterfall
Participants enjoy the Natural beauty surrounding the Bhagsu Nag Waterfall

Visiting the Tsuglagkhang (Main Temple)
Visiting Tonglen Charity hostel

College for higher Tibetan Studies, Sarah
ICP Women’s meeting at Sarah to share experiences and personal stories of the Tibetan women

Dolma Ling Institute of Dialectics
Tour of the Norbulingka Institute to learn about the rich Tibetan Religion, Culture & Arts

Meeting with the Tibetan Women’s Association
ICP members with the Tibetan Women’s Association
Inter-Faith Round-table discussion on *Communal Harmony and Peace: The Challenges and Promises of Interfaith works*, at the Tibetan Institute of Performing Arts (TIPA)

Enthralling folk dance performance by Tibetan Institute of Performing Arts (TIPA) for the ICP team
Participants of the ICP Women’s Journey to Dharamshala